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Supercharge your productivity 

with GenAI on AWS

Vivek Raja P S

VP Product, Nexstem

AWS ML Hero | AWS UG Madurai Founder & Lead



What I do…

- VP of Product at Nexstem (YourStory Tech30 startup winner!)

- AWS ML Hero (Youngest ever!) 

- Recipient  of Invent & Simply Award ( at AWS Community Leaders Summit 2022! )

- Founder and Lead at AWS User Group Madurai (Nominated as Best UG 2022 & 2023!) 

- Multi-cloud certified | Guinness World Record Holder (Thanks to AWS!)

- Published many research papers (recent one at IIM-B!) in AI and hold two patents

- 80+ Hackathon Winner & Participant and Jury 

- Mentor | Blogger | Content Creator

- Moviebuff | Go-kart racing enthusiast | Plays guitar occasionally | Professional reels sender





Agenda is fairly simple…

- Amazon PartyRock for Newbies.. (or anyone! )

- Amazon CodeWhisperer for Devs

- Amazon Q for Business ( and beyond!)



Gotta make the last session 

interesting 

more demos



Imagine a generative AI App for 

your own use case









Let’s create a Gen AI app right 

away!



Now it's your chance to 

create Gen AI App and win 

exciting prizes from AWS























Before I introduce you to Amazon 

Codewhisperer…





Available as part 

of AWS Toolkit 

extension





Amazon Q is not just your dev 

assistant but also …

Also helps you with AWS and its best practices





Amazon Q is also your business 

assistant 

Integrates with Amazon Quicksights and generates reports and 

views from just prompts!





Gen AI is not here to take over 

your jobs but to supercharge your 

productivity!



That’s all folks!That’s all folks!

Connect with me
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